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A Complete "How To Do It" PC-Video You Can Download Instantly! EXCLUSIVE PCVIDEO /

InfoProductLab PC-VIDEO Course! Learn Professional Methods... If you've sat at your computer, staring

blankly at it, scratching your head for hours, trying to come up with a HOT subject for an ebook or other

information products that will sell --then you'll want to see what I've created to help you instantly!

"Guarantee your ebook project will be a striking success with these ebook marketing secrets!" January,

2003 RE: Finding HOT and Marketable Subjects For eBooks and Info-Products Dear ebaY Friend, You

can write it. You can package it. You can even create the cover art for it... But what do you write about??

The hardest part of writing an ebook or other information product is finding a HOT subject. Compiling the

book is easy. Creating the cover art is relatively easy, but... ...a subject that will press your customer's

HOT BUTTONS and get them to buy it is the most essential component of your ebook and the hardest to

find! How do guru's who write book after book on hot subjects KNOW what to write about? Well, one of

their 'secret' methods is revealed in this 2 video course! It's well known that the topic of your book can

make or break your project. Doing the research to find a HOT and marketable subject doesn't have to be

hard. But why should you waste your time on an ebook project if there's no market for it?? Always, always

start with the market-- make sure it's a strong market and find out what they want, before writing a word!

That's EXACTLY what we teach you in these PC-VIDEOS! #1 -You HAVE to know if there's a MARKET

for your book! #2 -You have to write what YOUR MARKET WANTS to read! #3 -Find out what your

MARKET is BUYING and give them MORE of it! What you'll learn is a very SPECIFIC method

professionals use to find HOT and marketable subjects for their books and information products. And

you'll learn it from someone who has personally created over 42 ebooks and information products! This

little know secret uses the Internet exclusively to find hot topics and subjects for your ebooks. ----

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR THE VIDEO: You gotta have a PC (sorry MAC users) running any

flavor of Windows (95,98,ME,NT,2000,XP). Bid, pay and download the software. That's it. After you pay,

and download the program, double click on the program icon watch, learn, profit and enjoy! Refunds are
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no problem. It would be hard to believe you're not satisfied, but if, for some reason you are, just let me

know and I'll refund your money. WAIT!!! Did I mention that the video comes with resale rights??? That's

right! Sell this video from you web site or give it away as a premium OR even sell the 'resale rights' to it!

Suggested price is $0.95 to $11.95, but you can sell it for anything you want! Make some money from

this- you can, so why not? TERMS OF RESALE: YOU MAY COPY AND USE THIS AD ON YOUR WEB

SITE. SIMPLY CHANGE THE CONTACT INFO BELOW and logo (But do not change the copyright!) You

may sell this video from as many web sites as you want!!!... HINT: Use a dozen or more free hosted sites

and submit to search engines for maximum sales and impact! **NOTICE: You may sell these videos

anyway you want (email, ezines, articles, other auction sites, etc) but you do NOT have rights to sell them

on ebaY** Good luck and much success! ..:: Questions? Please email me with any questions at:

admin(AT)e-bookemporium(DOT)us ..:: Contact me: Tracy Yates E-BookEmporium.us 2266 Forest Creek

Circle Dr. Columbus, OH 43223 USA
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